
ae expressions 
Visual Programming  

Most programs offer a way to create expression-driven events via connections. You do not have to know 
programming in order to use this technique (however, knowledge of programming, After Effects uses 
JavaScript, will make you much more adaptable and efficient).  The main concept is: 

 convert a pattern into a sequence the program can read (converting an waveform into keys) 

 connect the sequence to an attribute (the keys power a scaling effect) 

 modify the connection (multiply or divide the amount of the effect) 

Scene Set-Up 
Create a New After Effects Composition (remember, pick the size that correlates with your assets) 

Import your music file(s) 

Note: to create visual variety, consider editing your music so that you have separate tracks for the base, mid-
range, treble, vocals, etc.. This will allow greater control over which waveform controls which visual event 
(try exporting a High Bound and a Low Bound). 

Converting Waveform 
Drag your music file into the composition 

In the composition window, select the music file and go to: 

Animation> Keyframe Assistant> Convert Audio to Keyframes 

 
Notice the new layer in the composition called: Audio Amplitude 

Creating an Expression 
Select an attribute (or filter, or any keyable feature) of your image, and go to: 

Animation> Add Expression 

To connect the expression, toggle-open the Effect layer of Audio Amplitude: Toggle-open “Both Channels” 

Then, go back up to the image attribute and use the Pick Whip to make the connection 
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To use the Pick Whip: 

 Click and Hold on the Pick Whip Icon 

 Drag the whip onto the word: Slider under Audio Amplitude> Effects> Both Channels 

Viola! You have created an expression! 

Ram Preview 
To see the effect, you need to Ram Preview 

Composition> Preview> RAM Preview 

Adjusting Result 
Maybe the effect is a bit modest 

To increase the effect, simply multiply it 

In the Expression, place an open Parentheses after the equal and a close Parentheses at the end 

Then, simply add an asterisk and whatever integer value you want (20 times would be *20) 

temp = (thisComp.layer("Audio Amplitude").effect("Both Channels")("Slider"))*20; 

Finalizing 
Remember that you are not done until you Export a QuickTime File 

Easiest: File> Export> QuickTime 

Settings: Pick from: NTSC DV, MPEG-4, or H264 

More Meticulous: Render Queue  

 


